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About This Game

In Starship Rubicon, Earth has been casually destroyed by a mysterious race of space-faring invertebrates. You are a fighter
pilot whose cryopod has been collected by a possibly-insane AI, who has placed you in the unenviable position of being

humanity’s savior. Shanghaied and alone, you must gather the remaining human survivors and traverse the surprising
biodiversity of deep space to find a new home.

{NeoGAF writeup}
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Quick Gameplay - Pilot your ship in fast-paced shoot-em-up, featuring a unique approach to arcade physics and
controls.

Customize Your Ship - Upgrade your ship with a Tetris-styled hangar bay as you find weapons and items on your quest.

Randomized Universe - Make your way through a diverse galaxy as you encounter interesting new lifeforms. Each play
session generates a new path of enemies, allies, and items.

Casual Roguelike - When your ship blows up, that's the end of the line for that game. However, if you collect enough
crystal shards by the end of a sector you can save your ship to re-launch it on another level.

A Fleet Of Ships To Play - Do you prefer fast ships for run and gun? Do you like something that takes a punch but isn't
as agile? Start the game with 3 different ships and spend shards to unlock more ships with unique abilities!

Mod-friendly - Since ships and weapons are exposed in simple external .lua scripts, modding and creating your own
content only requires a text editor!
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Title: Starship Rubicon
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Wickworks
Publisher:
Cheerful Ghost
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP (Win10 NOT SUPPORTED)

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 35 MB available space

English
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Totally digging this game. Like a 3D version of Dig Dug!. Terrans break out! New story!. Another purchase that could've been
had from a mod, I support the creators\/devs and would like to see ATS reach the size as ETS did.

Keep it up, Can't wait too see the next state.. This game was pretty good, despite all its flaws, but it was pretty close to a bad
game. The story was rather interesting and the combat and levels were mostly OK. But there were a lot of bugs, none game
breaking though, and quick time events, Something that should never be in an action game. Boss fights were also rather
frustrating.

The game was clearly lacking polish, it seems they had either too tight a budget or too short a deadline to meet. It could have
been easily better if they just put in a bit more effort. It made it past the finish line mostly on the story and IP.
. These wagons do add realism to intermodal freight among german lines in Train Simulator. The only problem I have with
them, is sometimes, when i put them in a scenario, they disappear, and the container liveries are randomly picked, so that does
get annoying.

VR did do a superb job on this pack, with very good detail!. This is the best game i played this year
-no bugs
-no glitches
-many secrets to find
-the big amout o levels which is 8 and trust me, that's a lot
-many weapons to select
-many enemies to defeat
-many achievements to unlock
-no microtransactions and dlcs to pay for
-music is amazing
there isn't a single flaw in this game, when buying this game you should buy also a copy for your friends and aditional 10 copies
in case of meeting new people. Actually was a lot of fun, i didnt realise you could hold down the recruitment buttons to mass
recruit till about half way threw the game. Over all its a fun small game and i hope to see it grow in the future maby add the rest
of north america and then just keep going. prob wont play again till it has achievements or a larger map but the time i did play
and experiment with was a blast just not a lot of replayability.. Cheap thrills. All good bit of fun from the amiga days only thing
i will say reveiws and description say its a single player but its actually two player aswell just right click as the same starts up and
all the options appear, which helps my daughter beat me everytime!!!. It's funny,but 16 days too short.
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I cannot recommend this game in it's current state for one very very simple reason
There's a delay between pressing the button and jumping

That's all, that's my only problem. It's still fun, but the jumping thing ruins it.. only hadcore and plaese go russian lounge)))). For
1.48 $ this Game Is Fun..Easy to play, hard to beat..!!! & yeah visuals are great... Should have been included in the game.. This
is a nice little game to spend some relaxing time. It is not always as simple as it seems, but it is enjoyable.. I have only tried one
other editor and that was the Sony Vega and as well as this being cheeper (waaaay cheeper) it also was esier as well as has a few
features i like. now i am not saying its the best of the best but for quality for the price this is the editor of any new youtubers
dream. as well as for youtube im also able to record just the screen so it comes in handy as something to fiddle with.. After
several CTD string errors, how my screen isn't centered when playing around with resolution and how the controls with the
mouse give up randomly, I'd say this game isn't ready to be played without frustration. Concept is interesting but overall lack of
integrity to gameplay breaks any hope you may have for it right now. There is plenty else to be said but these are the really
serious ones that this game needs fixing.
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